DEPED DIVISION OF ANTIPOLo CITY ADVISORY NO. U4 , S. 2018
In compliance with DepEd order No. 8, S. 2013
This Advisory is issued for the information of all Public and Private Elementary, Junior and Senior High Schools
June 6, 2018

LEARNING ADVENTOUR MOBILE EXHIBITS

The Learning Adventours Educational Services will conduct a Mobile Exhibits. To promote Science, Math and other Academic related concepts that go with the student’s awareness in different aspects of technology and environment.

Objectives of the mobile exhibits are:
• To carry out a learning school activity in the most efficient and effective way;
• To be able to conduct an activity at the most economical way without sacrificing the obligation to achieve quality and excellence; and
• To be an active partner of schools in molding the students to become competitive in all areas of learning

For more information and inquiry please contact Mr. Aldwin M. Borja, Exhibitor and Guia Toma Cruz, Marketing and Operations Manager at their contact numbers 0915-3022111, 0947-543-9661, 0908-529-2486 and 0977-260-1385.

Participation of both public and private schools shall be in voluntary basis and subject to the no-disruption-of-classes policy stipulated in DepEd Order No. 9, S. 2005, entitled Instituting Measures to increase Engaged Time-On-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith. This is also subject to the no-collection policy as stated in DepEd Order No. 12, S. 2012, Section 3 of Republic Act no. 5546, An Act Prohibiting the Sale of Tickets and/or the Collection of Contributions for Whatever Project or Purpose from Students and Teachers of Public and Private Schools, Colleges and Universities (Ganzon Law) and the DepEd Order No. 66, S. 2017, Implementing Guidelines on the Conduct of Off-Campus Activities.

@ASDSOffice
Date: June 4, 2018
To: DR. ROMMEL C. BAINISTA
SOS
ANTIPOLO CITY

Dear Sir/Madam,

Greetings!
We at Learning Adventours Educational Services would like to submit to you our proposal for our Mobile Exhibits that we tend to bring at your schools doorstep.

This is to promote Science, Math and other Academic related concepts that go with the students’ awareness in different aspects of technology and environment. This is one of our ways amongst the many alternative learning style in Educational Exposure Activity which will not go beyond outside of the School which is one of our primary concerns.

We hold firm in our commitment to provide an excellent activity to our clients’ schools and their students.
This paved the way for us to ask your good office for the permission for us to visit and conduct School activities within your supervision.

Objectives:
To carry out a learning school activity in the most efficient and effective way.
To be able to conduct an activity at the most economical way without sacrificing the obligation to achieve quality and excellence.
To be an active partner of schools in molding the students to become competitive in all areas of learning.

Details of Implementation:
VENUE: Exhibits/activities will be done in schools classrooms, hall or covered court.
DATE OF EXHIBIT:
Scheduled date will be given by the School Teacher/ Coordinator
Exhibit will start at 8am after the exhibits Orientation for proper instructions and Class Visit Schedule.

We will be looking forward for your favorable response.
Attached herewith are the Stations of our Activity for more information.

With you in service,

Mr. Aldwin M. Borja
Exhibitor
0915.3022111
0947.5439661

Ms. Guia C. Toma Cruz
Marketing and Operations Manager
0908.5292486
0977.2601385
Science Adventoure

The First station will showcase awareness and damages that our environment has. If not taken care well, events may occur and damage us. These show facts on how we can keep and take care of our environment. Natural phenomena such as earthquake and tsunamis, and the precautions that we can do to avoid casually during such events.

Environmental Awareness Station

The part of the exhibit where participants will listen to the facilitator for the functions and relationship of each gadget with our everyday life and its importance and history. After which the participants will be given enough time to try or experience each display and ask facilitators for more information if they have any. Each Gadget will be well assisted by the facilitator and his assistant also to manage the participants’ queries.

HANDS ON STATION

This Station as evaluated and observed is the most exciting and interesting amongst all, not only to participating students but to parents and teachers as well. These are things which we sometimes see but often neglected or simply don’t understand. To catch our shadow is something new to our students where we don’t usually discuss in our class.
ASTRONOMY STATION

Our Astronomy Station talks about basic information about astronomy the questions commonly asked by students and educators as well.
This is an introduction about the Moon, the Sun, the Meteorites and the Solar System which leads with our Second Module The Astronomy Adventure.

ASTRONOMY ADVENTOUR

A lot has changed in astronomers' understanding of the solar system in recent years. However, textbooks are very much behind in the developments. Most textbooks say that Jupiter only has 16 moons!
This activity talks about the discovery of Red Spot Jr. by a Filipino astronomer, the real reason why Pluto is no longer considered a planet, about asteroids named after Filipinos, and other updates in the field of astronomy.
Constellations are useful in telling direction, the time and the seasons. This activity focuses on understanding the difference between a constellation and asterism and using star patterns to navigate the night sky.
A daytime astronomy exhibit, to be conducted in your schools. An experience for the students and teachers as well. That will enhance their knowledge in the study of heavenly bodies that exist during day time and night time.
This activity will explain the how, what and why of astronomical Phenomena.
Why are there eclipses?

"Mobile exhibits that we tend to bring in your schools doorsteps"
Objective:
To share and enhance knowledge about the solar system and other astronomical phenomena which occurs around us which students can easily understand and appreciate.

Details of Implementation:
A One (1) hour encounter with the galaxy and solar system and other things which they can possibly see.
A view of Astronomy Exhibits which will fascinate and add students' interest in the not so tackled topics in the four corners of their classrooms.
A view of the most common discussed Constellations and a discussion of our own Philippine Astronomy.

Schedule of Activities:
Station 1: Classroom Planetarium
  - Constellation of Different Cultures
  - Philippine Constellation
  - A Tour to the Solar System
Station 2: Eclipse and Asteroids
  - What are asteroids?
  - How it feels to touch an asteroid?
  - How are eclipses happen?
Station 3: Astronomy Exhibit with Telescope

EVENING Astronomy Adventure is also conducted depending on the schools request and requirements.
Our Coordinators will also recommend the BEST Time such activity can be done. We would want to make sure that each activity is being done during the BEST time.

MOVING MATH ADVENTOUER

History of Math and Numbers
- Basic Counting
- Hands on displays to be divided in areas.
- Counting Materials
- Calculating Device
- Sticks, Rocks, Fingers,
- Sundial,
- Moon Calendar
- Abacus and calculator

Interactive Materials:
- Rubik Display
- Coin Funnel
- Shape and Sizes
- (Lights and Optical)
- Spatial Figures
- Mirrors and Lights
- Hyperbolic Slot

To enhance and find an easier way to make students adjust and understand the principles of numbers and operations that gave them a difficult time in school.

Non-Round Rollers
- Square Wheels
- Roller Uphill
- Geometric Figure
- Pendulum-Swing
- Newton's Cradle
- Sound and Speed

LEARNING ADVENTOURS

0915.302211 / 0947.5439661
0908.5292486 / 0977.2601385
This certifies that

LEARNING ADVENTOURS EDUCATIONAL & TRAVEL MANAGEMENT
(Regional)

REGION 4-A (CALABARZON)

is a business name registered in this office pursuant to the provisions of Act 3883, as amended by Act 4147 and Republic Act No. 863, and in compliance with the applicable rules and regulations prescribed by the Department of Trade and Industry.

This certificate is issued to

ALDWIN MATEO BORJA

10 SITIO KASUY 1, MAMBUGAN, ANTIPOLY CITY RIZAL, REGION 4-A (CALABARZON)

is valid from 5 January 2018 to 5 January 2023 subject to continuing compliance with the above-mentioned laws and all applicable laws of the Philippines, unless voluntarily cancelled.

In testimony whereof, I hereby sign this

Certificate of Business Name Registration

and issue the same on this 5th day of January 2018 in the Philippines.

RAMON M. LOPEZ
Secretary

Certificate No. 05053919
This certificate is not a license to engage in any kind of business and valid only at the scope indicated herein.

TRN 8496250
**REPUBLIC OF THE PHILIPPINES**  
City Government of Pasig  
Office of the City Mayor  
Business Permit and License Office

**Mayor's Permit Number:** SER-6469  
**Date:** APRIL 3, 2018

**This certifies that:**  
BORJA, ALDWIN MATEO  
**Business / Trade Name:** LEARNING ADVENTOURS EDUCATIONAL & TRAVEL MANAGEMENT  
**with business address:** # 007, D. SANTIAGO, SANTOLAN, Pasig City

has been granted a BUSINESS PERMIT to operate the following business/es hereunder indicated, pursuant to PASIG REVENUE CODE, LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE and SUBJECT to such other pertinent laws, ordinances and other related administrative and regulatory provisions.

**VALID UNTIL:** DECEMBER 31, 2018

**NEW BUSINESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KIND OF BUSINESS</th>
<th>AMOUNT PAID</th>
<th>O.R. NO</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SER SERVICES</td>
<td>940.00</td>
<td>3995464-BC</td>
<td>02/14/2018</td>
<td>PHP 4,648.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subject to Conditions Stated Hereof

1. Permit granted is non-transferable and non-negotiable. Violation of any of the conditions and restrictions herein will result in the automatic revocation of the permit and license to conduct business in the City of Pasig.

2. This permit shall be posted prominently in the place of business in such a manner that it can be readily seen and shall be preserved intact and intelligible to any interested person or citizen.

3. The Permit is non-transferable and non-negotiable. The issuing officer shall not allow the transfer of the permit to another business unless he is satisfied that the transferee is qualified and will comply with the City regulations, and the payment of the required fees.

4. In case of closure of business, surrender this permit to the City Treasurer for official retirement.

Approved by:  
For and By the Authority of
# CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIN</th>
<th>197-173-043-000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>BORJA, ALMIR MATEO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REGISTRATION DATE</td>
<td>04/16/2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## REGISTERED ADDRESS
DOT D SANTIAGO ST
SANTOLAN
PASIG CITY 1610

## REGISTERED ACTIVITY(IES)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAX TYPE</th>
<th>INCOME TAX</th>
<th>REGISTRATION FEE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PERCENTAGE TAX - QUARTERLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TRADE NAME
LEARNING ADVENTURES EDUCATIONAL L & TRAVEL MANAGEMENT

## LINE OF BUSINESS / INDUSTRY
9309 OTHER SERVICE ACTIVITIES, N.E.C.

## CALENDAR YEAR: DECEMBER 31

### REMINDERS:

**FILING OF REQUIRED TAX RETURNS TO CONFORM WITH ABOVE TAX TYPE(S) WITH OR WITHOUT OPERATION TO AVOID PENALTIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCOME TAX</th>
<th>WITHHOLDING TAX - EXPANDED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE ERTX</td>
<td>WERX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan 15</td>
<td>1st Day of the following month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 15</td>
<td>2nd Day of the following month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 15</td>
<td>3rd Day of the following month</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VAT</th>
<th>PERCENTAGE TAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>3661G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700G</td>
<td>3661G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED PERSON IS REGISTERED AS INDICATED ABOVE, UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE NATIONAL INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, AS AMENDED.

**CYNTHIA Y. LOBO**
Assistant Revenue District Officer

**REVENUE DISTRICT OFFICER** (signature over printed name)

**DATE ISSUED: APRIL 23, 2019**

**IE 16 TO SINGLE PROPRIETORSHIP**

**This Certificate of Registration (COR) shall be valid until December 31, 2019.**

Please secure a new COR thirty (30) days after expiration date or upon payment of the Annual Registration Fee (ARF), whichever comes earlier.
June 4, 2018

Mr. ALDWIN M. BORJA
Exhibitor
LEARNING ADVENTOURS
Educational and Travel Management

Dear Mr. Borja:

Thank you for your proposal to conduct MOBILE EXHIBITS that complement our various thrusts towards holistic development of the learners in the Department of Education.

In this regard, please coordinate directly with the Schools Division Superintendents because matters like this are within her authority to handle.

Schools Division Superintendents are aware that the DepED policy on time-on task needs to be sustained and all activities requiring financial contribution shall be made on purely voluntary basis.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

FRANCIS CESAR B. BRINGAS
OIC-Assistant Regional Director
We at Learning Adventours would like to introduce to you our MOBILE EXHIBITION that we tend to bring at your schools doorstep.

This is to promote Educational concepts that go with the students' awareness in different aspects of technology and environment. This is one of our ways amongst the many alternative learning styles in Educational Exposure Activity. We hold firm in our commitment to provide an excellent activity to our clients' schools and their students.

**TERMS & CONDITIONS:**

**VENUE:**
Exhibits/ activities will be done in schools classrooms, hall or covered court.

Please note: Amount will depend on the number of Participants.

**COLLECTIONS:**
The school teacher assigned or Coordinator must provide the organizer the number of participating students at least 15 days of the scheduled date. 20% of the collection shall be settled with the organizer at least 15 days from the scheduled date.

**DATE OF EXHIBIT:**
Scheduled date will be given by the School Teacher/ Coordinator
Exhibit will start at 8am after the exhibits Orientation for proper instructions and Class Visit Schedule.

---

**MOBILE EXHIBITS:**

- Science Adventure
- Astronomy Adventure
- Moving Math
- Paglalakbay ng Salamangkero
- Astro-Math Adventure
- BSP/GSP

**Character**

---

**OTHER SERVICES:**

GROUP TOUR ARRANGEMENTS
- Barkada Tour Arrangements
- Family Outing
- Educational Tour Arrangements
- Retreats and Recollection
- Company Outings
- Visita Iglesia Trips
- Pilgrimage Arrangements

LEADERSHIP SEMINARS
- Gender Awareness and Development Seminar
- Capacity Building
- Team Building Seminars
- Personality Development Seminar and Training

---

10 Sitio Kasuy 1, Mambogan Antipolo City
Aldwin M. Borja
0915.3022111
0947.5439661
Ms. Guia C. Toma Cruz
0908.5292486

---

Learning is easy, when it is fun!

**Call us:**
Aldwin M. Borja
0915.3022111
0947.5439661
Ms. Guia C. Toma Cruz
0908.5292486
632.0034
Science Adventure

The first station will showcase awareness and damages that our environment has. If not taken care of, events may occur and damage us. These show facts on how we can keep and take care of our environment.

Natural phenomena such as earthquakes and tsunamis and the precautions that we can do to avoid casualties during such events.

The part of the exhibit where participants will listen to the facilitator for the functions and relationship of each gadget with our everyday life and its importance and history.

After which, the participants will be given enough time to try or experience each display and ask facilitators for more information if they have any.

Each gadget will be well assisted by the facilitator and his assistants.

This Station as evaluated and observed is the most exciting and interesting amongst all, not only to participating students but to parents and teachers as well. These are things which we sometimes see but often neglected or simply don't understand.

To catch our students' something new to our students where we don't usually discuss in our classrooms and the information.

Astronomy Adventure

A lot has changed in astronomers understanding of the solar system in recent years. However, textbooks are very much behind in the developments. Most textbooks say that Jupiter only has 16 moons!

This activity talks about the discovery of Red Spot Jr. by a Filipino astronomer, the real reason why Pluto is no longer considered a planet, about asteroids named after Filipinos, and other updates in the field of astronomy.

Constellations are useful in telling direction, the time and the seasons. This activity focuses on understanding the difference between a constellation and asterism and using star patterns to navigate the night sky.

A daytime astronomy exhibit to be conducted in your schools. An experience for the students and teachers as well. That will enhance their knowledge in the study of heavenly bodies that exist during day time and night time.

This activity will explain the how, what and why of astronomical phenomena.

Why are there eclipses?

When can you see shooting stars?

Moving Math Adventure

To enhance and find an easier way to make students adjust and understand the principles of numbers and operations that gave them a difficult time in school.

History of Math and Numbers

Basic Counting:

Hands on displays to be divided in areas.

- Counting Materials
- Calculating Device
- Sticks, Rocks, Fingers, Sundial
- Moon Calendar
- Abacus and calculator

Interactive Materials:

- Rubik Display
- Coin Funnel
- Shape and Sizes
- (Lights and Optical)
- Spatial Figures
- Mirrors and Lights
- Hyperbolic Slot
- Non-Round Rollers
- Square Wheels
- Roller Uphill
- Geometric Figure
- Pendulum-Swing
- Newton's Cradle
- Sound and Speed